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Across
1. Interpreting what’s in motion

2. The area outside the vehicle that is 

not visual to the driver

6. Keeps the weels from locking while 

driving

7. Skid on a turn or a curve

8. Looking for anything in driving 

environment

10. Brack in the active to covery fetique

16. To keep track of trafic violation

23. Provide information the stop or go 

depends on the light

24. 3% cane at the center of your focus

26. The invisibal force that pulls us and 

things to the earth

27. the ability to see rapid increase in 

light

28. A divies that drivers communicate 

there intentions

29. A cural aspect on the road. The 

ability to see color

30. Makes it unlawful

31. Signaling light that warns other 

drivers of a problem

Down
3. Saying alowd asence when in a trafic 

situation

4. Safe feature that requires a driver and 

a passenger to take action for safety

5. Caused when the blacks are pushed

9. A speed limit that can’t be excited

11. The vision to the left the right of the 

center vision

12. A generator that conducts eletrisity to 

move a vehicle

13. It’s illegal to refute a blood achoal 

test

14. The point around an object when all 

the weight is even

15. Poison gas by burning fuel

17. A sign that gives you the miles or 

road side services

18. Energy of motion

19. Situation in which the drive sizes up 

the situation and uses good Judiement

20. The right of one user to cross in turn 

of someone

21. The space amount or distance when 

following anouther car

22. Events you assume you might 

happen

25. To much physical and mental 

exsertion


